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Rookie MPs more likely to want heckling
abolished, consider it 'a form of
harassment': report

Though some veterans told researchers heckling isn’t as bad as it used
to be, rookies 'expressed surprise, dismay, even horror at the state of
debate'

Speaker Geoff Regan, sitting on the green chair, keeps a close watch over question period. “You’d think it was
Grade Five,” he said. THE CANADIAN PRESS/Adrian Wyld
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OTTAWA — Remember that time a House of Commons
backbencher called a government minister a “piece of shit”?
Now that man is prime minister and half of rookies elected as Justin
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Trudeau took government want all heckling, from which such gems
sometimes emerge, to be forbidden, says a new report from Samara
Canada.
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Almost half of rookies and a third of MPs overall consider heckling
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being heckled based on their gender, the civic education charity has

“a form of harassment,” and two-thirds of female members report
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also found.
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Visitors to House galleries could surely draw the same conclusion its
Facebook

report does: that heckling is a “deeply embedded” part of
parliamentary culture.
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Speaker Geoff Regan is rising several times a day to calmly urge
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order as noise from both benches dominates question period. “You’d
think it was Grade Five,” he told Samara.
The Liberals, when they came into government, promised more
civility. So did other parties. But today, honourable ministers still
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come prepared for loud booing. The rah-rahing of opposition
members for their own kind reminds us of hockey parents — those
hockey parents — cheering a goal.
In a survey this spring, only 16 per cent of MP respondents felt
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heckling is “beneficial” to the House. More than half call it a problem,
but about two thirds admit, yeah, they’ve yelled out of turn at one
point or another. In total, about a quarter of MPs participated (84 out
of 338).
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Though some veterans told researchers heckling isn’t as bad as it
used to be, rookies “expressed surprise, dismay, even horror at the
state of debate,” according to the report. One called it “souldestroying.” Almost half of rookies, 45 per cent, said heckling is “a
form of harassment,” compared to 36 per cent overall.
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Only one Tory who responded said heckling was a problem, while
almost 80 per cent of Liberals did. Those in opposition were also far
more likely to report having heckled — 84 per cent of Conservatives
and 83 per cent of New Democrats compared to 47 per cent of
Liberals.
Men were more likely to heckle than women, although only a slightly
higher percentage of women said they’d been heckled.
Most men and women said heckles would often focus on substance,
delivery or partisanship. Discriminatory heckles do not appear
uncommon. Between 20 and 30 per cent of both men and women
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acknowledged comments based on language or economic class, for
example.
But there is an enormous disparity in perceptions of gender-based
heckling. Fully two-thirds of women described gender-based heckles,
while only one-in-five men did. Women were significantly more likely
to report heckles questioning their intelligence (59 per cent versus 33
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per cent) and commenting on their appearance (30 per cent versus
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12 per cent).
Samara notes a political scientist at the University of Toronto, Tanya
Whyte, researched a century’s worth of Hansard and came to the
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conclusion women are “statistically more likely than men to be
interrupted.” Women currently make up only 27 per cent of the
chamber.
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On the motivations behind heckling, two answers were most popular.
About three-quarters see themselves as responding to “perceived
untruths,” while just over half believe people are “overcome by
passion.” Just over a quarter say they heckle because, well,
“everyone else is doing it.”
While about half of rookies are motivated to do away with heckling
altogether, only one-in-five veterans are. One member said, “if you
can’t handle it, you should be looking for another line of work.”
Almost two-thirds of survey respondents acknowledge thinking
Canadians are unimpressed, though.
Samara’s recommendations include leaving time in question period
for spontaneous backbencher queries; extending time limits; limiting
written materials; or shuffling seats to make rivals proximate. These
are repeats from a smaller, similar survey conducted in 2015.
A new idea: film the House differently so people watching at home
can identify hecklers or hear them more easily. Potentially hampering
that plan, current digs are to undergo renovation for the next decade
or so.
Whether these remedies will float above the cacophony or fall on
deaf ears is up for debate.
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